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Abstract: In this article one made a review of the literature based on the relationship between traditions and innovations in the pedagogical process over the last decade. In the article one summarized domestic and foreign scientists opinions on the topic of combining traditional and innovative forms and methods, their relationship and complementarity; the importance of traditions for the implementation of innovative models of education is considered; it is emphasized that the pedagogical tradition contains many elements, performs various functions and is reflected in a significant number of pedagogical technologies and methods, forms and means.

Based on a full-text analysis of about 16 articles published in well-known databases and scientific journals, the study revealed the support of the vast majority of researchers concerning innovative educational methods. All the cited scientists have the idea that the introduction of innovations renews and strengthens the educational process. They focus readers' attention on the interaction of traditional and innovative teaching methods, since according to the waste majority of scientists, without preserving
pedagogical traditions, the modernization of educational systems is unlikely to bring significant positive results.

At the same time, in the entire collection of researched articles, there are several authors who consider traditional education to be more effective than innovative education.

According to the scientist’s opinion, these two phenomena are not only interconnected and mutually determined, but also do not exist as separate phenomena. In other words, the tradition is an integral part of innovation, and pedagogical innovation always includes traditionally oriented elements.
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**Introduction**

The modern education is a meaningful, valuable and culturally creative combination of the past, present and future. It is for this reason that the study of the unity of traditions and innovations, as the two poles of future education, is relevant today (Humeniuk et al., 2022; Voropayeva, et al., 2022). Traditions are the stabilizing element of education development, which makes it possible not only to transmit the historical memory and spiritual and cultural energy of the nation, but also the meaningful guidelines for the life-creating activity of each individual. At the same time, the use of traditional forms of education should not interfere with the search for innovative forms and technologies of the educational process, because the creation of an innovative model of education is one of the worldview foundations of the transformation of the educational system.

**Research Problem**

Traditions and innovations in education remain important areas of research. Pedagogical activity in the current conditions is not possible without the use of pedagogical, scientific and methodical traditions. However, traditional forms and methods of pedagogical activity that have existed for many years must be rethought and adapted to new conditions. Features of science and technology development, high requirements for specialists in any field necessitate the introduction of innovations in the education of the future.

**Research Focus**

The material was formed on the basis of the analysis of publications of Ukrainian and foreign scientists and reflects the degree of interconnection of traditions and innovations in the educational process in modern conditions.

The object of research is traditions and innovations in education.

**Research Aim and Research Questions**

The main purpose of this article is to analyze the views of domestic and foreign scientists on the possibility of combining traditional and innovative forms and methods in modern education, on their relationship and complementarity.

To achieve the goal, the following tasks must be solved:

1. To consider the interpretation of the concepts of "tradition" and "innovation" in domestic and foreign sources.
2. To explore new trends and innovations in education.
3. To justify one's own vision regarding the connection between tradition and innovation.

*Research Methodology*

In the process of this scientific research, such methods of scientific knowledge were used: analysis of scientific and pedagogical literature, study, systematic approach (used when explaining the differences between traditions and innovations).

*Research Results*

1. Interpretation of the concepts of "tradition" and "innovation" in domestic and foreign sources

   Education plays an important role in the society. This is the most important sphere of social life; the economic, political, intellectual, cultural and moral state of society depends on its functioning.

   It is undeniable that the formation of a modern model of education should be oriented towards the interests of the future. But at the same time, the educational paradigm should exist taking into account general traditions. Thus, in his professional activity, the modern teacher is in a contradictory situation, where, on the one hand, he or she must anticipate changes and be an innovator, and on the other hand, he or she must preserve and reproduce existing values. Such a position corresponds to the duality of the educational process itself, which includes both tradition and innovation, preservation and development.

   Currently, there are also discussions among researchers about the dominant position in the development of such integral elements as tradition and innovation. There is a constant substantiation of what is considered a fundamental element of educational development: traditional or innovative developments of a pedagogical nature.

   Different interpretations of the concepts of tradition and innovation testify to the ambiguity of their meaning for researchers. Reference to the past is made through tradition.

   Most often, the tradition is understood only as a backward, obsolete ancient connotation that no one needs, that hinders the development of the legacy of the past, which is senselessly reproduced in the present. From another point of view, traditions in the pedagogy of any nationality have always been the basis for building a national educational system, because only folk traditions that have come out of life and have been tested by life can be axiomatic. Traditions that arose in ancient times play a decisive role in the upbringing and education of new generations.

   The tradition appears in the world as a kind of way out of the crisis of life - by creating new forms of ancient canons. The difference between traditional and innovative in society lies mainly in the forms of cultural elements that make up the system, and not in its deep foundations associated with tradition. Social stability is achieved by expanding the boundaries of culture, the basis of which is tradition. It broadcasts positive universal values and stereotypes that are valuable for the successful development of society. Thus, in modern conditions, there is an urgent need to create a cultural foundation and a strong value foundation for the further development of traditions and the spiritual evolution of society.

   Therefore, a tradition can be recognized as a stabilizing element in the development of education both at the general social level, where it contributes to the preservation and transmission of «historical memory», the spiritual and cultural energy of the nation, and at the individual level, where tradition is a meaningful justification for further life-creating activities of each individual.
The analysis of publications on the research topic showed that the vast majority of scientists focus on the interaction of traditional and innovative teaching methods. However, there are those who consider traditional education more effective.

For example, according to Liu & Long (2014) “The traditional teaching is the most direct and effective method. Teachers control and inspire students effectively when the students encounter problems or arise conflicts, they take flexible teaching method adjusting the content according to actual requirement under the general teaching arrangement, which is not only conductive to cultivate the basic technique but also for the good habit in forming students’ self-study ability. Teachers’ action and language become the target imitated by learners, whose outlook towards right and wrong, attitude, value orientation and academic level have great impact on students”.

Traditional teaching methods have been used in schools for decades and are still actively used by teachers. Of course, criticizing or, conversely, refuting criticism of traditional teaching methods is currently a controversial issue. After all, there are traditional teaching methods that have passed the test of time and which teachers will be able to apply in practical activities in the coming years in combination with innovative methods. These are such learning technologies as narration, explanation, conversation, educational discussion, work with a textbook, demonstration, exercise, and laboratory, practical and independent work. Like any learning technology, traditional education has its strengths and weaknesses. Among the advantages, the first is the systematic nature of training; orderly, logically correct presentation of the material; organizational clarity; optimal consumption of resources during mass training. The main disadvantage of the traditional education system, according to the vast majority of scientists, is the resulting inability and unwillingness of children to actively study, the unformed value attitude towards their own development, education and society in general. At the end of the 20th century, pedagogy advanced the transition to person-oriented education, as society in general requires school graduates to consciously and responsibly make choices in various life situations. The achievement of such qualities by a person is declared to be the main goal of education and upbringing, in contrast to the formalized transfer of knowledge and social norms to the student inherent in the traditional education system.

Innovative learning is an educational and educational activity oriented to dynamic changes in the surrounding world, which is based on the development of various forms of thinking, creative abilities, and high social and adaptive capabilities of the individual. Such training stimulates innovative changes in culture, social environment; focused on the formation of individual readiness for dynamic changes in society due to the development of creative abilities, various forms of logical and imaginative thinking, as well as the ability to cooperate with other people.

Innovative pedagogical activity, based on the understanding of advanced practical experience, is focused on the change and development of the educational process with the aim of achieving higher results, forming a qualitatively different pedagogical practice.

In the pedagogical interpretation, «innovation» should be considered as a special form of pedagogical activity and thinking aimed at organizing innovations in the educational space, or as a process of creating, implementing and spreading new things in education.

Innovation in education is the process of creating, implementing and spreading new ideas, methods, pedagogical and management technologies, as a result of which the level of achievements of the structural elements of education increases, the system transitions to a qualitatively new state.

Another definition of innovation in education is the concept. According to Findikoglu & İlhan (2016) «innovation is a concept that connected societies and future economics. It is a way of finding the
best alternative ways of changing individual behaviors in the individual when the existing ways such as learning theories, learning tasks, teaching methods, and learning approaches are not working effectively» (Findikoglu & Ilhan, 2016). The innovative process in education is a series of consistent, purposeful actions aimed at its renewal, modification of the purpose, content, organization, forms and methods of education and training, adaptation of the educational process to new socio-historical conditions of education. Innovation in education is a sign of modernity. However, as noted, Zolotukhina & Fazan (2021) «innovation should not be understood only as the introduction of the latest forms and methods of teacher work. It includes the intensification of the creative process of teaching, the accumulation of experience in individual creative and collective creative activities, the change of relations between the subjects of the pedagogical process, the improvement of the system of independent work, the control of the increase in the level of methodical and technological culture of teachers».

Pedagogical literature contains clearly defined criteria for innovativeness (Fig. 1.)

**Figure 1**

*Criteria for innovativeness*

![Criteria for innovativeness](source: development of the authors (Zolotukhina & Fazan, 2022)).

Scientists have also determined the functioning of pedagogical innovations stages: familiarizing the teacher with pedagogical innovations; appearance of interest, assessment, approval, intuitive perception.

Innovative pedagogical activity is such an activity, in the process of which a new original product is created. It is manifested in the values, qualities, attitudes, needs, abilities formation of the future specialist, meeting modern requirements and allows them to fully function in the modern educational space (Shatunova & Shabalin, 2014).

Serdyukov (2017) believes that «all innovations are ultimately directed at changing qualitative and/or quantitative factors of learning outcomes:

- qualitative: better knowledge, more effective skills, important competencies, character development, values, dispositions, effective job placement, and job performance;

- quantitative: improved learning parameters such as test results, volume of learned information, amount of developed skills or competencies, college enrollment numbers, measured
student performance, retention, attrition, graduation rate, number of students in class, cost, and time efficiency» (Serdyukov, 2017).

2. Trends and innovations in education

New trends and innovations in education are of great interest among the scientists. One of the most extensive lists of trends and innovations in education that can pave the way to a better future was presented in Bisht & Dept's (2022) work Table 1. Note that the innovative process in education may involve innovations in methods, forms, techniques, means, in the content of education or its goals, conditions, etc.

It is quite important to note that scientists develop different classifications of innovations. So, for example, according to the degree of novelty, such types of innovations are distinguished as:

- Retro-innovative: comprises the transfer into modern practice of a phenomenon known in the past in a modified form, which due to certain historical circumstances has ceased to be used;

- Modified innovative: allows using a known approach with its partial modification;

- Combinatory-innovative: characterizes the result of combining several well-known blocks and creating a qualitatively new product;

- Author’s innovative: involves the creation of a truly new creative product.

In this study, one only touched the benefits of innovative education of the future. However, according to some scientists, such education has certain disadvantages:

1. Inconsistency of educational material with modern achievements of science and technology. Due to the rapid development of the latest technologies, textbooks and lecture material may lag behind each other significantly.

2. Changing the existing structure of the education system. By this time, many online schools are registered - and over time, their number will increase. It is quite possible that soon education will have a radically different aspect.

3. The lack of live communication between the student and the teacher. During online courses or distance learning, the student does not have enough time to discuss the work, story, task, etc. This interferes with the development of an expression of one’s own opinion, a view of the situation, because the computer will not become an interlocutor, as well as will not understand the depth of the student’s thoughts.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trends and innovations</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Virtual learning</td>
<td>Using technology as a tool always expands the learning process potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Concept based continuous learning</td>
<td>This type of learning not only prepares students for a better future, but also</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Assessment of students by using artificial intelligence AI</td>
<td>This type of learning not only prepares students for a better future, but also</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>improves their understanding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. **Gamification and self-analysis**

Gamification is a learning technique that transfers game mechanics to the educational environment in order to achieve better learning results, change participants’ attitudes towards the learning process, develop knowledge and student skills.

5. **Experiential learning**

This is learning through reflection on action. It is a process of learning through experience.

6. **Purposeful learning**

Students need to know why and what they are studying.

7. **Student voice is important**

Students have their own and unique perspectives on teaching, learning and education.

8. **ICT enabled tool for effective TL process**

Incorporating ICT tools is very important for effective teacher training.

9. **Cooperative, collaborative and team teaching**

By using cooperative learning in the classroom, we can engage students with different abilities to work together.

10. **Reflective teaching and reflective teacher education**

Reflective learning is self-evaluation of self-learning.

11. **Constructivism**

It involves the active participation of students in any activity. This improves learners’ ability to actively solve problems and think critically.

12. **Flipping the classrooms**

The flipped classroom (FC) is a pedagogical approach to blended learning whereby the traditional process of classroom content being normally delivered first, followed by homework, is reversed and is often supplemented by instructional videos. Flipped learning is an approach to teaching where direct instruction moves outside of class, and class time is used for active and engaging activities and providing individualized support.

13. **Peer instruction/ tutoring**

The method of mutual learning refers to a method in which students help each other in learning.

14. **Blended learning**

It is also called hybrid learning, which combines online and face-to-face learning experiences with teachers acting as learning facilitators.

15. **Soft skills**

In the modern world special importance is given to so-called soft skills – “flexible skills.” Some of these skills include: English language proficiency, as foreign communication skills are required in customer relations and communication with an international development team; team skills in project execution; effective communication skills throughout project execution, starting from the first communication with the customer to presentation of ready-made solution skills.

16. **Personalized and paced learning**

Personalized learning means providing a learning experience tailored to the learner’s needs, his or her relationship to special skills, preferences, and experiences.

17. **Global and multicultural education**

A multicultural/global education is an education that seeks to prepare students for «leadership, membership, and followership» in their community, state, nation, and world.

18. **Enquiry based instruction**

This type of learning enhances students’ problem-solving skills.

19. **Time management**

The implementation of innovative strategies requires adequate time, and sometimes the lack of time management works as a factor that resists innovation.

20. **Mentor issue**

Mentoring in mentoring is also very important for innovation and best practices. Lack of good mentoring is a critical issue that resists innovation and best practices.

21. **Lack of fund**

Lack of funds is the main obstacle to using a new technology or technique.

*Source: development of the authors (Bhawna Bisht, 2022; Salinas Navarro, Pacheco-Velazquez, Palma-Mendoza, 2020; Dalbani, et.al., 2022; Glazunova et.al., 2022).*

### 3. Own vision regarding the connection between tradition and innovation

The world is rapidly changing. But unfortunately, education remains one of the most conservative sectors in it. To keep up with the digital world, it has to reinvent itself.
The modern system of domestic education is in a protracted reform. Like many years ago, the dispute continues between the traditions that are the legacy of the Soviet Union and innovations that are oriented to world educational standards.

One tried to summarize the fundamental differences between traditional and innovative approaches to education.

Table 2

**Traditions and innovations: two poles of future education**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational process components</th>
<th>Traditions</th>
<th>Innovations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal</strong></td>
<td>1. Transfer of knowledge.</td>
<td>Promotion of self-realization and self-affirmation of the individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Acquaintance with culture.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Assimilation of social experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contents</strong></td>
<td>1. Knowledge</td>
<td>1. Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Proficiency.</td>
<td>2. Values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Skills.</td>
<td>3. Competencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forms of work</strong></td>
<td>1. Individual.</td>
<td>Various forms of joint activity, independent work, productive and creative search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Frontal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methods of work</strong></td>
<td>1. Reproductive</td>
<td>Research methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Explanatory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Illustrative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Management style</strong></td>
<td>Authoritarian</td>
<td>Democratic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interaction of the participants</strong></td>
<td>An education seeker is an object of all kinds of educational influences; a teacher is an employee, a translator of knowledge</td>
<td>The learner is the subject of learning, the teacher is a friend and assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control</strong></td>
<td>External</td>
<td>Internal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learning outcome</strong></td>
<td>An uninitiated person who does not adapt well to the realities and changes in life, with isolated fragments of knowledge</td>
<td>An initiative, developed and self-confident person who is able to navigate in the conditions of a changing world</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One emphasizes that traditions are not only protected, preserved and transmitted knowledges and experiences. The tradition has the right to life only if it is of a creative nature that meets the requirements of modernity. This implies following both traditions and innovations as a socio-cultural phenomenon of pedagogy, which ensures a sustainable and dynamic development path that maintains a balance of traditions and innovations in education (Ellis et al., 2019). In order to successfully accomplish educational tasks solutions and learning requirements, it is necessary to constantly correlate the activities carried out in the classroom with the planned educational activities, the methods of their implementation, interconnect with the obtained results, and determine their compliance with the conditions.

The education of the future is built on the best traditions of domestic pedagogy and the search for new forms, methods and content of education. A necessary condition for the further development and further self-improvement of the domestic education system is a relying on the best created in the domestic and world educational space.

One believes that the traditions heredity as well as the desire for innovations should also be embedded in the very content of the educational activity of each educational process subject. This enrichment of the content of education will ensure not only the systematic development and modernization of the educational complex, but also contribute to the integrity of the education in
general and educational life-creating strategy of any individual who will study throughout his life, combining already acquired knowledge with their own innovative and creative orientations.

Conclusions and Implications

The pedagogical tradition contains a significant innovative potential; its usage carries out further development in the space and time of its culture. Indeed, what was once an innovation in education, having gone through a long process, has turned into tradition.

The teacher can use any pedagogical methods, both traditional and innovative. But at the same time, he or she must constantly work on himself, improving his teaching skills every day. A teacher should set a good example for students not only as a representative of his profession, but also as an interesting personality capable of involving students in the learning process.

According to modern authors, traditions, transmitting what has already developed in the theory and practice of education, turn out to be a mechanism for transmitting experience from generation to generation, that is, a mechanism that ensures pedagogical continuity. Innovations, on the contrary, provide an update of what is in pedagogy at the moment.

One believes that traditional and innovative teaching methods should be in constant relationship and complement each other. Today, these two concepts should exist in synergy.
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